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Minutes of the GAG meeting 
DRAFT 

 

Date: Thursday, December 2-3, 2004 

Present: Dec 02 J. Templon (chair), O. Smirnova, M. Lamanna, P. Buncic, A. Pfeiffer, P-
G. Cerello, B. Koblitz, NS 

 Dec 03 F. Carminati (chair), J. Templon, O. Smirnova, M. Lamanna, P. Buncic, 
A. Pfeiffer, P-G. Cerello, A. Tsaregorodtsev 

 ______________________________________  

December 2, 2004 

Finalisation of the Software Installation Document 
All those present considered the Software Installation document in a near-final state. Few remaining 
comments were made mainly on tags. 

Those present agreed that software Tags need verification and validation. There is no need to keep 
all software on a machine frozen, but only those components relevant to a given job. A Tag is a 
confirmation of an existing set of validated software. This set is the subset of packages that is 
relevant for correct running of jobs (and usually with the configuration under the control of the 
VO). 

Tags can be published anywhere, e.g., on a site or on a dedicated service specific to a given VO. 
There is a need to be informed about upgrades. As this is very unlikely to be done everywhere, 
virtual machines are (with an OS inside which is certified by the VO) probably the only solution. 
Until then, there is a need to remove or revoke configuration tags. To do this, the VO may need to 
run validation before every job. 

Discussion on MetaData 
The starting point of the discussion was the HEPCAL-II document. There is a fundamental 
distinction between file-related metadata (e.g. LDN, PDN, size, acl and so on) and experiment-
related metadata (e.g. trigger, calibration, version of reconstruction-algorithm, other provenance 
info and so on). 

Some of those present remarked that this discussion is related with the issue of job splitting, which 
was briefly touched in HEPCAL-II and should probably be re-discussed in more detail in the future. 

Different views were expressed from different experiments. Some use files (e.g. LHCb) others use 
datasets (CMS). ALICE uses one event per file in Heavy Ion collisions, which eases management. 
The LFN location can then be found from the file catalogue. ATLAS would have liked to go for 
collections, but RLS doesn't support them. So their MDC correlates the LFN with the location of 
physical files on the Grid(s). In this way ATLAS uses the MDC for selecting the data to analyse, 
and a job description is then created at the "logical" level. Splitting then is done by ATLAS 
software before sending it to processing. 

P-G. Cerello has made a detailed presentation of ALICE’s views. ALICE assumes some MD to be 
typically associated with parts of an event, e.g., calibration information with the REC dataset and is 
therefore considered WORM as the dataset. In this case, if the MD is updated, the corresponding 
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REC is removed. This will not necessarily work if calibration information is associated with events 
or event-ranges as in this case the RAW (and potentially other parts of the event) need to be kept. In 
this case there has to be non-WORM view of the MD. ALICE has not yet addressed the issue of 
DBs as MDC. A requirement from ALICE is that specific MD can be "locked" (set to WORM 
status). 

O. Smirnova presented then the ATLAS point of view. So far they have used MD for simple 
bookkeeping and lookup. Access is performed via a unique Logical Dataset Name. ATLAS has the 
following requirements on MD: 

- The s/w should be independent of the particular DBMS used. 

- It should be possible to manage DB schema evolution. 

- The interfaces should be as generic as possible so that client s/w can be reused. 

- The s/w should not depend on a particular operating system 

- The system should support geographic distribution. 

B. Koblitz has then presented the ARDA view. Metadata is information about the content of the 
data files. ARDA has studied various MD solutions used right now in the experiments. 

SOAP has complex types and API and performance issues (as seen in LHCb and CMS). "Storage 
Type" is not clear, as it is supposed to be independent of the implementation of the backend. Values 
for attributes can be reset. In case of int/float and the like, an empty string signals "default value". 
This is not possible for string type. Also the information if an attribute is there or not cannot be 
flagged to the user. In case required attributes are missing, an error can be returned, but presently a 
user cannot see whether an optional attribute is not yet set. 

"Distributed Metadata Ideas" may provide solution for the problem of synchronizing temporarily 
disconnected (offline) databases. POOL/3D is working on these issues. Tests to be done with LHCb 
by January 2005. 

The following common requirements have been identified: 

- Retrieve and possibly update data; 

- Have an acceptable performance (to be better specified); 

- Be accessible via a minimal interface like the one proposed (see slides); 

Some of the requirements are experiment-specific: 

- Locking or not of data (WORM) 

- Schema evolution 

Those present agreed that bulk operations are more complex as they need to be transaction safe. 
Therefore it is preferable to have less complex interface implemented in the short term for the users. 
Experiments feel that it is more important to have something working soon and a more complex, 
enhanced version later (possibly based on top of the present one). 

It is agreed that this interface will be presented at the next PTF meeting as the proposed set. If there 
is no meeting before Christmas, a sub-group of GAG will try to coordinate a draft of a memo to 
PTF. 
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December 3, 2004 

GAG position on gLite 
The first part of the meeting was dedicated to a long discussion on the gLite status and on the GAG 
attitude and activity. All the experiment present agreed on the potential importance of gLite. There 
was also common agreement on the importance of the role of GAG in providing feedback to the 
PEB on gLite, once it will be installed on the pre-production testbed. 
Experiments, however, failed to reach agreement on a common statement on their priorities for the 
imminent release of the gLite software. On one side ALICE and LHCb are strongly in favour of an 
early availability of the gLite pre-production code with all the components they tested on ARDA. 
ATLAS is less hurried, and they can continue using the infrastructure they have built for their data 
challenge. 
J. Templon expressed worries that an early deployment of the software for a single VO would not 
expose the possible problems of the deployment model. 


